Agricultural.

**WESTERN EDITORIAL NOTES.**

Dr. John KENNICOTT was a zealous friend of Indian Education. On this subject, he wrote a remarkable work, entitled "The Education of the American Indian," which has been widely read and appreciated. He was also a strong advocate of the emancipation of the slaves, and used his influence and position to promote this noble cause. He was a man of great ability and integrity, and is mourned by his friends and countrymen as a loss to the profession to which he belonged.

---

**DOLL**

About this time, when there was a prospect of a new edition of the "Rural New Yorker," Dr. KENNICOTT was engaged in revising and improving the contents of the paper. He drew young men to him by his genial confidence and sound judgment. His articles always commanded attention. They were written with discrimination and a fund of agricultural knowledge, and his works will live after him. Peace to his memory.

---

**IMPROVEMENT.**

"I love flowers and fruit, the graceful tree and flowering bush, the softer flower, unnoticed on the prairie, has won exclamation, "Here is the very man to be placed at the head of the Bureau," and the natural enjoyments which the earth, and the natural enjoyments which the sun, and the natural enjoyments which the water, and the natural enjoyments which the land, and the natural enjoyments which the air, and the natural enjoyments which the sky, and the natural enjoyments which the world, and the natural enjoyments which the universe, have as many quids of my rambling, incoherent, and inattention. But whether as correspondent or contributor, they always commanded attention. They were written with discrimination and a fund of agricultural knowledge, and his works will live after him. Peace to his memory.
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to the grower for market. Many, however, have never grown are the Early Paris, Lenor-

 Hunters, Supervisors, Wood News, etc.

J. C. JENNY, CHIEF HORTICULTURAL INSPECTOR.

TO FARMERS, TO DAVY-MEN, TO ALL WHO HAVE FOR SALE

C. MILLER, HORTICULTURAL AGENT & ASSISTANT MANAGER.

DURHAM BRANCH, BOON CTY.

B. W. WAGNER, Autho-ber, is a recent letter from the correspondent had read the articles we have fur-

} 12. Hundred times, for 28 CENTS! (coin preferred) For the race book.

WHEEER & WILSON, 21--23--25 Market St., BOSTON.

Central Library of Rochester and Monroe County · Historic Newspapers Collection
THE BATTLE OF THE SHIRE

Tactics is a matter of good horses that appear even in their garters. A bank of stone there may not be in the very center of the line. The horses of one of the two parties are especially adapted to the purpose of a charge, and the opposing army must be put to flight.

The horses of the Shire are renowned for their speed and agility, while the horses of the East are noted for their strength and endurance. The horse of Middle-earth is a versatile creature, able to perform a variety of tasks.

The warhorse of the West is a spirited animal, quick to respond to the command of its rider. Its maned coat is a sleek and glistening red, and its tail flutters with the wind. It is adorned with a bridle of silver and a saddle of finest leather. The footfall of the warhorse is a rumble on the ground, and the cry of the rider is a war-cry of victory.

The horse of the East is a massive creature, its body a gleaming white as the moon. Its mane and tail are a shimmering silver, and its eyes gleam like the stars in the night sky. Its hooves are iron, and its breath is fire. The footfall of the warhorse is a大地震, and the cry of the rider is a battle-cry of thunder.

The warhorse of the Shire is a sturdy animal, its body a rich brown. Its mane and tail are a chestnut brown, and its eyes are a piercing green. Its hooves are strong, and its breath is a fragrant breeze. The footfall of the warhorse is a gentle thud, and the cry of the rider is a call of peace.

The horse of the East is a magnificent creature, its body a gleaming white as the moon. Its mane and tail are a shimmering silver, and its eyes gleam like the stars in the night sky. Its hooves are iron, and its breath is fire. The footfall of the warhorse is a大地震, and the cry of the rider is a battle-cry of thunder. This horse is known as the Great White Horse of the East, and it is feared by the enemies of Middle-earth.

The horse of the Shire is a sturdy animal, its body a rich brown. Its mane and tail are a chestnut brown, and its eyes are a piercing green. Its hooves are strong, and its breath is a fragrant breeze. The footfall of the warhorse is a gentle thud, and the cry of the rider is a call of peace. This horse is known as the Grey Horse of the Shire, and it is revered by the people of Middle-earth.
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The warhorse of the East is a magnificent creature, its body a gleaming white as the month...
moore's rural new-yorker.

achieved by gen. grant.

february 4. the two regiments of 40th new york were united, and on the 6th the 40th new york regiment with two batteries of artillery. the whole command was under the command of gen. grant. the men marched in a column of three lines, with the 40th new york regiment in the center, flanked by the artillery on the left and right. the column was 2000 yards long, and marched at a steady pace. the weather was clear and cold, and the men were well dressed in their winter uniforms. the men were singing martial songs as they marched, and the sound of their voices could be heard far and wide. at noon, the column halted at a crossroads, and the men were allowed to rest and eat. the weather turned cold and rainy in the afternoon, and the men were marched back to camp. the march was a success, and the men were well pleased with their performance.
The Army in Virginia.

November 29th.

Ford and his left at Kelly's Ford, six miles below. The fords were captured without loss.

The 8th Illinois and the 8th New York, and we slept in time to receive him. The fight now began near the Station at three o'clock.

Lee was soon detected moving across the river to Brandy Station. The movement was discovered, and another brigade, and, though overpowered, gallantly held the ground.

Lee, after losing all the morning, but drove the enemy from the fords.

Firing was heard in the direction of United States Ford this afternoon.

A note was sent to the enemy, and they had five large brigades, under the command of major general J. B. Gordon, who was ordered to the north side of the Rappahannock.

Firing was heard in the direction of United States Ford this afternoon also.

Another dispatch, dated 3d Army Corps the 4th inst, at which time Port Hudson was closed. The rebels lost 21 killed, 130 wounded was considerable. We captured 100 prisoners. The rebel forces were 2,000 strong.

Another letter from Red river states that the rebels were retreating rapidly. General Ford and Robinson, with Bixteen pieces of artillery, was on the enemy’s right and then ret. The 15th this force captured the band of guerrillas which had been giving Washington and Petersburg so much trouble. Important papers were captured in the camp of the rebels.

Lee was then abandoned. The rebels lost 21 killed, 130 wounded was considerable. We captured 100 prisoners.

The rebels were driven back across the river, where they dropped their旗帜 and we re pursued. They had five large brigades, under the command of major general J. B. Gordon, who was ordered to the north side of the Rappahannock.

Lee, after losing all the morning, but drove the enemy from the fords.

Firing was heard in the direction of United States Ford this afternoon also.

Another dispatch, dated 3d Army Corps the 4th inst, at which time Port Hudson was closed. The rebels lost 21 killed, 130 wounded was considerable. We captured 100 prisoners. The rebel forces were 2,000 strong.

Another letter from Red river states that the rebels were retreating rapidly. General Ford and Robinson, with Bixteen pieces of artillery, was on the enemy’s right and then ret. The 15th this force captured the band of guerrillas which had been giving Washington and Petersburg so much trouble. Important papers were captured in the camp of the rebels.

Lee was then abandoned. The rebels lost 21 killed, 130 wounded was considerable. We captured 100 prisoners. The rebel forces were 2,000 strong.

Another letter from Red river states that the rebels were retreating rapidly. General Ford and Robinson, with Bixteen pieces of artillery, was on the enemy’s right and then ret. The 15th this force captured the band of guerrillas which had been giving Washington and Petersburg so much trouble. Important papers were captured in the camp of the rebels.

Lee was then abandoned. The rebels lost 21 killed, 130 wounded was considerable. We captured 100 prisoners. The rebel forces were 2,000 strong.
THE NATURAL LAWS OF HUSBANDRY.

Professor of Chemistry in Queen's College, Cork.

It is a Liquid.

Manufacturers, using Machines, will find it the best article known for cementing the Channels, as it works without delay, is not affected by any change of temperature.

And we claim as an especial merit, that it sticks Patches and Linings to Boots and Shoes sufficiently strong without stitching.

It was awarded the FIRST PRIZE.

Three Copies, one year $1.00

Ten Copies, one year $1.60


Semi-Weekly Tribune.

$1.00 per annum for one year, payable in advance.

Return of all copies sent to the Tribune, Poughkeepsie, New York, as we have never before had to exercise such a power. It has given us occasion to retrace our steps when the first publication was brought to light. The power will be exercised simply to maintain the reputation of the company that makes it, and not for any other purpose.

The above descriptions by Mr. Fuller, in addition to all that we have already published, must be sufficient to satisfy the most fastidious connoisseur.

To Oshida Cheese Vat.

Raisin's Patent Improved.
The Story-Teller

KNOWING AT THE DOOR.

**A TRUE STORY.**

Two growing girls of a different acquaintance, standing opposite the little village school, and more or less bent on fashioning themselves in the likeness of their older sisters. Among them all, little Katie's answer was the most satisfactory. Her countenance was as bright as her name. "Be patient, she said, "be patient, my little one; always patient and kind and gentle."

But when the bell rang, what was the surprise! Pale, and with all the signs of illness, came the little brother. He called for his father, and the little sister. She was not there. She was only in the hoy, he said, and had failed to return. She was last seen in the company of a stranger. She was last seen in the company of a stranger. She was last seen in the company of a stranger.

"Oh, yes," said Katie, with resignation, "it is the only thing."

But when the bell rang, what was the surprise! Pale, and with all the signs of illness, came the little brother. He called for his father, and the little sister. She was not there. She was only in the hoy, he said, and had failed to return. She was last seen in the company of a stranger. She was last seen in the company of a stranger. She was last seen in the company of a stranger.
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But when the bell rang, what was the surprise! Pale, and with all the signs of illness, came the little brother. He called for his father, and the little sister. She was not there. She was only in the hoy, he said, and had failed to return. She was last seen in the company of a stranger. She was last seen in the company of a stranger. She was last seen in the company of a stranger.

"Oh, yes," said Katie, with resignation, "it is the only thing."

But when the bell rang, what was the surprise! Pale, and with all the signs of illness, came the little brother. He called for his father, and the little sister. She was not there. She was only in the hoy, he said, and had failed to return. She was last seen in the company of a stranger. She was last seen in the company of a stranger. She was last seen in the company of a stranger.

"Oh, yes," said Katie, with resignation, "it is the only thing."

But when the bell rang, what was the surprise! Pale, and with all the signs of illness, came the little brother. He called for his father, and the little sister. She was not there. She was only in the hoy, he said, and had failed to return. She was last seen in the company of a stranger. She was last seen in the company of a stranger. She was last seen in the company of a stranger.

"Oh, yes," said Katie, with resignation, "it is the only thing."

But when the bell rang, what was the surprise! Pale, and with all the signs of illness, came the little brother. He called for his father, and the little sister. She was not there. She was only in the hoy, he said, and had failed to return. She was last seen in the company of a stranger. She was last seen in the company of a stranger. She was last seen in the company of a stranger.